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RATIONAL CUSPIDAL CURVES OF TYPE (d, d - 2)
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1. Introduction

A plane curve C C P2 = P2(C) is said to be of type (d, v) if the degree of

C is d and the maximal multiplicity of C is υ. In case C is rational and cuspidal,

we have proved the inequality: d < 3v ([4]). A cusp means a unibranched (i.e., lo-

cally irreducible) singular point. Rational cuspidal curves of type (d, d — 2) are classi-

fied in [2] under the assumption that C has at least three cusps. The type (d, d — 3)

case with at least three cusps is also discussed in [3]. In this note, we classify ratio-

nal cuspidal curves of type (d, d — 2) having at most two cusps. For a cusp P e C,

let m_p = (mo,/>, ... , wn+ι,/>) denote the multiplicity sequence ([2, 3, 4]), where mo,/>

is the multiplicity m/> = m/>(C) of C at P. The notation (24) means the sequence
(2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1). We prove the following

Theorem. Let C be a rational cuspidal curve of type (d, d — 2). Let Q be the

cusp with multiplicity d — 2.

(i) If C has the unique cusp Q, then d is even and m_Q = (d— 2, 2j_2>. Furthermore,

the equation of C has the form (up to projective equivalence):

\ 2

-' ~
/

where d = 2k + 2.

(ii) If C has two cusps Q and P, then one of the following occurs.

(a) m_Q = (d — 2), m_p = (2^_2>. In this case, C is unique up to projective

equivalence. For small d, the equations can be written as follows:

(yz + Jt2)2y + 2(yz + *V - x4z = 0,

(yz -I- 2x2)2y2 + 2(yz + 2x2)yjc3 + (2yz + 5x2)jc4 - x5z = 0.

(b) d is odd, m_Q = (d- 2, 2(</_3)/2), mp = (2(rf_i)/2). The equation of C has
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the form (up to protective equivalence)'.

where d = 2k + 1.

(c) d is even, m_Q = (d- 2, 2</_2-/), ULP = (27), I < j < (d - 2)/2. The
equation of C has the form (up to projective equivalence):

/ *+y+ι \
yt+Jz + £ e/jc'y^i-- - ̂

V i=2 /

= 2£ + 2j + 2 and £ > 0, > 1.

By construction, any of the above rational cuspidal curves of type (d, d — 2) with one
or two cusps can be transformed into a line by a Cremona transformation. Combining
this with the result of [2], we obtain

Corollary. Any rational cuspidal curve of type (d,d — 2) is transformable into a

line by a Cremona transformation.

2. Quadratic transformation

Let C be a plane curve. Choose a Cremona transformation ψ (i.e., a birational

transformation of P2). In certain circumstances, the strict transform C of C via ψ is
a rational cuspidal curve. We successively use the Cremona transformation ψ(O, A, I),
which was used in [3]. We discuss this process in detail.

Let O, A be two points in P2. Let t be the line passing through O and A, and let
t be another line passing through O. Let π : X -> P2 be the blowing up at O. We

denote by E the exceptional curve. Note that X is the geometric ruled surface FI. Put
0 = t Π E, where 2, t are the strict transforms of t, t. Let φ : X ~> X' be the result
of elementary transformations at O and A = π~l(A). More precisely, let η : Z -> X
be the blowing up at 0 and A. Let 2', t' denote the exceptional curves over 0 and

A, respectively. Let I, t and E be the strict transforms of 2, t and E. Let η' : Z ->
X' be the contraction of ? and F. Let 2', ?' be the images of €', t'. Since O e E and
A & E, E' = η'(E) is again a (-1) curve. So Xr is the surface FI. Set O' = ΐ Π E7.
Let πr : X' -+ P2 be the contraction of E' '. Let K ', /' denote the images of 2', F. Set
O7 = T/ίό'). Then t' and ίr are lines with O' = V Π Λ

DEFINITION. The Cremona transformation ψ =π' oφ oπ"1 is denoted by
, A, €). Note that ψ : P2 \ {t U f } -> P2 \ {£' U ί7} is an isomorphism and that

: P2\{0, A} -> P2 is a morphism. Let C be an irreducible plane curve ty t, t). Then
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there exists an irreducible plane curve C such that ψ gives an isomorphism C \ [I U
t] = C'\{f Uf'}. The curve C' is called the strict transform of C via ψ. Symbolically,
we write as C = ψ[C].

Set B' = I Π I', 5' = ^(/h, £' = τr'(l?') The inverse Cremona transformation
π o 0Γ1 o π'"1 can be written as ψ(O', B', t').

NOTATION. As a convention, we use the following notation:

O' = ψ(0), B' = ψ(A), t! = ψ(l), t' = ψ(t).

It is straightforward to prove the following

Lemma 1. Let (x, y, z) be the homogeneous coordinates of P2 so that the line I
is defined by x — 0, the line t is defined by y — 0 and the point A has the coordi-
nates (1,0, a). Suppose that the line t' is defined by x = 0, the line t' is defined by
y = 0 and the point B' has the coordinates (0, 1,0). Then the Cremona transformation
ψ(O,A,i) is given by the quadratic transformation (xy,y2,x(z — ax)). The inverse
quadratic transformation has the form (jc2, xy, yz + ax2).

So if a plane curve C has the defining equation /( c, y, z) = 0, then the equation
of the strict transform of C via ψ is obtained from the irreducible factor of the poly-
nomial /(jc2, xy, yz + ax2).

Lemma 2. Let C be an irreducible plane curve. We choose O,A,t,t as C ^
I, t. Set C = ψ(O, A, l)[C]. Then

deg(C') - mo'(C') = deg(C) - mo(C).

Proof. We have the relations:

π*(l) = I + E, π'*(tr) = ί' + £', η*(i) = I + ΐ = η'*(ΐ).

We denote by C, C and C" the strict transforms of C in X, Z and X', respectively.
Then we have

τr*(C) = C + m0(C)E, π'*(C') = C" + mo>(C')E'.

We also have
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It follows that deg(C) = t - C = I - C + mo(C) and deg(C') = t' C = ΐ - C" + mo>(C").

Since 2 - C = (2 + 2')£ = 2' C', we obtain the desired formula. D

Let (x, P) be an irreducible curve germ in P2. For such a germ (x, P), the mul-

tiplicity sequence mp = (mo,mi,mi, ••) is also defined. We employ the convention:

m*p = (mi, m2,. . .), w*o* = (W2, m$,...). Sometimes, we simply write as P = (x, P).

If (x, P)ί(t, P), (ί, P), then we can define the strict transform (x', P') of (x, P)

via the Cremona transformation ψ = ̂ (0, A, £). Symbolically, we write as (χ'» Pr) =

iHίX ^)L or simply P' = ̂ [P]. We denote by i(l) (resp. ί(0) the contact order (t -

γ)P (resp. (t - χ)/>). Note that ι(€) = m0 or /(€) = m0 + mi + -I- ms for some s > 0
with WQ = = W j _ ι . The same thing holds for i(t). Cf. [2], Lemma 1.3. According

to the position of P and the contact orders with t and ί, we divide the germs (x, P)

into the following types. If (x, P) is of type T (resp. T*) with respect to {0, A, ^},

then (x', P') is of type Γ* (resp. Γ) with respect to {O>\ B'', f'}. Type k is self dual.

type

I*

fc

ζ
II

IΓ

III

III*

IV

IV*

P

o
o
0

o
A

o
€ ί \ { 0 , Λ }

A

€ € \ { 0 }

/(<)
mo

mi +mo (mo > mi)

mo

> 2mo (mo = mi)

0

2mo (mo = tn\)

0

0

> m0

/(O
mo

mo

> mo

mo

> W0

mo

> m0

mo

0

Lemma 3. 77z£ jίπcί transform (x', P') Λαs ίΛ^ following invariants.

type

Iα

t

ζ
II

IΓ

III

IIΓ

IV

IV*

nip,

nip

(mo — mi, /w*o*)

(ι(0, ί(0 - wo, m* )

(/(€)- 2mo,mJ*)
(/(O- m0, /(O- w0,m*o)

»*•**
W p

(/(0,/(0,wp)
**»*mp

(ι(/), m,,)

P'
0'
0'
0'
B'
0'

ee'\{0',B'}
0'

6/'\{0 ')

β'

«•(»')
mo

mo — W i

2ΐ(0 - w0

0

2ϊ(0-w0

0

2/(0
Wo

0

/(O
WQ

WQ

i(0
i(ί) - m0

j(ί) - m0

fflfl

/(O
0

/(/)

Proof. We here prove the case in which P = O. We can similarly deal with the
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other cases. Write mp, - (m^, m\, m'2, . . .). Let (y, P), (y, P), (y', P') be the strict
transforms of (y, P) in X, Z, X', respectively. Note that P = O if and only if /(£) >

m0. If P = <9, then

= (Ey)/s+mι, m ι = ( y l ' ) / s

If P' = 0', or equivalently if /(ί) > mo, then

i(tf) = m'0 + m\ + (yt')P.

Type la. Neither t nor ί is tangent to (y, P). We infer that P € E \ {?,?}. It
follows that neither ί' nor £' is tangent to (y', P').

Type \b. Since mo > m t , the exceptional curve E is tangent to y at P, hence
P G έ. We infer that P is the infinitely near point of P '. We have mp, = (m^, m£*).
Since P' =/ Or, mQ = (E'γ')P, = (Eγ)P, hence m0 = WQ + mι. Thus mQ = m0 — m\. We
have

= m, + m = m0.

Type II. In this case, I is tangent to y at P. It follows that P = B', which is
the infinitely near point of P' = B', hence mp, = (m^, m*p). We have m'Q - (γi)P =
i(i) — /WQ — mi = /(€) — 2mo Now we have

i(f) = (y't')ι» = (X^)^ = (γl')p + m^ = mι + m'0 = ΐ«) - m0.

Type III. In this case, P JB', P & E. We conclude that P' e £ \ { O f , B'}. We
also have P' = P. It follows that mp, = m^*, ι(^) = (γi')P = mi = m0.

Type IJ. In this case, P = P and P' = O'. So mp, = (m^, rn'p m^*). Since P J 0,
we have mo = (Eγ)P = (Ey)P. Thus m^ = m0 + m\. On the other hand, i(t) = (y?)p +
m0, m\ = (yt)P. Combining these, we get m\ = i(t) - m0, mf

Q = ϊ(ί). Since (y?')p = 0,
we find that ί(ί') = mf

0 + m^ = 2/(ί) - m0. D

3. Proof of Theorem

Let C be a rational cuspidal curve of type (d, d — 2). Let β be the cusp with
niQ =d — 2. The possible multiple sequences of cusps are given by the following

Lemma 4.
(i) If C has the unique cusp Q, then d is even and rn_Q - (d — 2, 2</_2).
(ii) If C has two cusps Q and P, then one of the following occurs

(a) mQ=(d- 2), mp = (2</_2),

(b) d is odd, mQ = (d- 2, 2(έ/_3)/2λ ULP = (2(d-\)/2\
(c) d is even, mQ = (d- 2, 2d-2-j\ rnp = (2,), 1 < j < (d - 2)/2.
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Proof. Since wo,ρ+wι,ρ < d, we find that the multiplicity sequence mQ can take
one of the following types: (i) (d — 2), (ii) (d — 2, 2*). In the second case, if d is odd,
then we must have d-2 = 2&+1, hence k = (d-3)/2, and if d is even, then d-2 < 2k
(Cf. [2], Proposition 1.2). The genus formula implies that if C is unicuspidal, then d
is even and mQ = (d — 2, 2</_2). Suppose C is bicuspidal. Since niQ+mp < d, we have
W P = (2j) for some j. If m_Q = (d — 2), then we have m_P = (2d-ι). Consider the case
mQ = (d - 2, 2k). If d is odd, then k = ( d - 3)/2, hence we have mp = (2(έ/_i)/2). If d
is even, then we have j = d - 2 - k. Since d - 2 < 2k, we infer that j < (d - 2)/2.

D

REMARK. The characteristic sequence Ch(P) (Cf. [4]) of the cusp P with mp =
(d - 2) is (d - 2, d - 1). In case mp=(d- 2, 2k\ we have

I (d - 2, d) (if Λ is odd),

(d - 2, </, 2* + 3) (if d is even).

3.1. The bicuspidal case (a) We first construct rational bicuspidal plane curves
in the class (a). For k > 1, we inductively construct a rational plane curve C* of de-
gree k + 2 having two cusps Qk and P* with mQk = (k), mPk = (2k). If such a curve C*
exists, then the tangent line f* to C* at g* and the line ^* passing through Qk and P*
satisfies the intersection property:

tk Ck = (k

where Rk is a non-singular point of C*. We begin with a cuspidal cubic Ci with a
cusp PI and a non-singular point Q\, which is not the flex of C\. Let t\ be the line
passing through Q\ and PI. Let t\ be the tangent line to C\ at βi. Then t\ intersects

C\ at another point R\. Using ^ = Ψ(Qk,Rk,tk)* w^ construct Q+i from C*. Set

Q+ι = iMQL 4-hi = ̂ (4), %+ι = Ψkfa), Qk+\ = Ψk(Qk), PM = Ψ(Pύ By Lemma
3, we see that mQk+{ = (k + 1), mPk+ι = (2*+ι). In this case, Qk is of type 1̂  and Pk

is of type IV* with respect to {Qk, Rk*£k} By Lemma 2, we have deg(Q+ι) -k + 2.
The line tM is tangent to Q+ι at g*+ι and 4+ι Π Γ*+1 = {Q^+i, PΛ+ι}.

In order to find the equation of Q, we begin with the cuspidal cubic:

lι : x = 0, /i : y = 0,

βj : (0,0,1), Λ : (0, 1,0), Rl : (1,0,1).

By Lemma 1, Vi is given by the quadratic transformation ( cv, v2, jc(z- c)). Substitut-
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ing (jc2, xy, yz + x2), we obtain

/ι(*2, xy, yz + χ2) = χy{(yz + χ2)2 - χ3z}.

We infer from this that the defining equation of CΊ is (yz + x2)2 — x3z = 0. Continuing

in this way, we arrive at the equation of Ck.

3.2. The bicuspidal case (b) We now construct rational bicuspidal plane curves

of class (b). We inductively construct a plane curve Γ* of odd degree 2k + I having a

cusp Qk of type (2k— 1, 2k-\) and a cusp Pk of type (2*) If such a curve exists, then

the tangent line ft to Γ* at Q* and the line tk passing through Qk and Pk satisfies the
intersection property:

lk Γk = (2*-

We first take a cuspidal cubic Γi with a cusp PI and a flex Q\. Let t\ be the line

passing through PI and Q\ and let t\ be the flex tangent line to Γi at Q\. We con-

struct Γjt+i from Γk by using ψk = ψ(Qk,Ak,lk)> where the point A* e ft \ {Qk}

can be arbitrarily chosen. As before, set Γ*+ι = ^*[Γ*], ik+\ = ψk(tk)> **+ι = ^(ft)>

Q£+I = ψk(Qk)> Pk+\ = Ψ(Pk) The curve ΓΛ+ι is a rational bicuspidal curve. By
Lemma 3, we see that m_Qk+] = (2k + 1, 2*) and mpjt+ι = (2jt+ι). By Lemma 2, we have

deg(Γjt+ι) = 2k + 3. We also know that ft+i is the tangent line to Γk+\ at Qk+\ and

€fc+ι Π Γjt+i = {Q*+ι, Pjt+i}. So Γ^+i is the desired rational bicuspidal curve.

Choose the equation of Γi as follows:

βi : (0,0,1), Λ : (0,1,0), AI : (1,0, a).

In this case, substituting the inverse quadratic transformation of ψ\, we obtain

f\(x2, xy, yz + ax2) = x{(yz + ax2)2y - x5}.

Thus, the equation of Γ2 is given by (yz + ax2)2y — x5 = 0. Continuing this process

k — 1 times, we get the equation of Γk given in Theorem.

REMARK. For the quintic Γ2, we can further put a = 0 or a = 1. Cf. [9, 10].

3.3. The unicuspidal case We pass to the unicuspidal case. We construct a ra-

tional unicuspidal curve Dk of degree 2£ + 2 with a cusp Qk of type (2k, 22k). Let Γk

be the rational bicuspidal curve in the class (b) constructed as above. Namely, Γk has
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a cusp Qk of type (2k- 1, 2k-\) and a cusp Pk of type (2*). Let lk be the line joining
Qk and ft and let tk be the tangent line to Γ* at Qk. We construct D* from Γk by
performing quadratic transformations fc-times.

Put I\0 = Γ*, Ok,Q = Q*,o = β*, ft,o = ft- Here, by β*,0 and P*,0 we also mean
the germ (Γ*, β*) and (Γ*, Pk). Interchanging the roles of £* and ft, we set £k$ =
ft, ft,o = ^* For 0 < j < &, we inductively construct plane curves Γ\y. Set ψj =

Ψ(Okj, AkJ, 4,y), where A* f0 e 4,o \ {#*,o, ft,o) and A*,; € 4,; \ {#*,;} for 0 < j <
k. We define ΓkJ+l = ψj[ΓkJ]9 OkJ+l = ψj(OkJ), tkj+ι = Ψj(ίkj), *kJ+{ = ψj(tkj)9

Qkj+ι = ΨjlQkj], Pkj+ι = Ψj[Pkj] In case k = 1, we easily see that DI = Γu

is a quartic curve having a cusp Qi = P\j with mβι = (2s). Now we assume that
k > 2. For 1 < j < k, we see that both Qkj and Pkj are locally irreducible branches
centered at Okj with mβ^ = (2k — 2 j — 1, 2*_y_ι) and /Πj, = (2y, 2k+j). Indeed, β^,o
is of type \b and ft,o is of type III*. By Lemma 3, we find that as points Qk,\ = ft,ι =
Ok,\ and rn_Qkl = (2k — 3, 2k-2) and m p A j = (2jt+2). Furthermore, ft,ι (resp. €jt,ι) is the
tangent line to Qk,\ (resp. ft,ι) with 4,ι Qu = 2̂ : - 1 and ft,ι Pjt,ι = 4. Thus Qk,\
is of type I/, and ft,ι is of type I*, with respect to {Ojtj, A* tι, 4,ι) Again by Lemma
3, we see that /Wg t 2 = (2k — 5, 2^-3) and ULpk2 = (4, 2^+2). By induction, we can prove
the claim for Qkj and ft,7. Since mOkj(Γkj) - 2k — \, it follows from Lemma 2
that deg(I\7) = 2k+\. Finally, the curve I\*_ι has two irreducible branches Qk,k-\,
ft,*_! at Ok,k-ι with mQkk } = (1), mPkk _{ = (2k - 2, 22*-ι) Namely, Qktk-\ is a non-
singular branch at Ok,k-\ with 4,*-ι G^.^-i = 3. So Qk,k-\ is of type II with respect
to {β*,*-ι, A*,*-ι,4,*-ι} It follows that β*,* = ψk[Qk,k-\\ is a non-singular branch
whose center ^ Ok,k = ψk(Ok,k-\). We conclude that the rational curve Dk = Γkjk has
only one cusp Qk = ft,* = ^*[ft,*-ι] with mQk = (2A:, 22*) as desired. By Lemma 2,
we see that deg(D*) = 2k + 2.

By interchanging jc and y, the equation of the curve Γ* has the form:

: MX, y, z) = lxk~lz + Σfl^/JC*" j Λ "
\ i=2 /

: ^ = 0, ft : j = 0,

w: (0,0,1), ft,0: (1,0,0), Aw : (1, 0, ft),

The inverse quadratic transformation of T^O has the form (jc2, cy, yz+foc2). The inverse
transformation of the successive quadratic transformations ψk-\ o - - o ^r0 has the form

~j) with **+ι ¥® Substituting this, we obtain
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Putting the same terms together, we get the equation in Theorem.

3.4. The bicuspidal case (c) We construct rational bicuspidal plane curves in
the class (c). For k > 0, We inductively construct a plane curve Dkj of degree 2k +
2./ + 2 having a cusp Qkj of type (2k + 2 j, 22*+,) and a cusp Pkj of type (2y). In this
case, the tangent line tkj to Dkj at Qkj and the line tkj passing through Qkj and
Pkj satisfies the following intersection property:

If k > 1, we start with the rational unicuspidal curve D^. Let tk be the tangent line to
Ak at Qk Then we have ^ Dk = (2k + 2)Qk. By considering the projection from Qk,
we can find a unique non-singular point Pk e Dk such that the line tk passing through
Qk and Pk satisfies the relation:

For the case k = 0, take a non-singular conic DO and two distinct points PO» βo Let
^o, Ό be the tangent lines to Co at PQ and βo Put Dk$ = Dk. By induction, using

Ψj = Ψ"(β*,y, Akjilkj) with A*,/ € ί*,y \ {Qkj}, we construct D*,, +ι from Dkj. Set

AU+I = Ψj[Dkj], Qkj+\ = Ψj(Qkj), Pkj+ι = Ψj(Pkj). Since β*,,- is of type IJ
and Pkj is of type IV* with respect to [QkJ, A k j , ί k j ] , we see from Lemma 3 that

— Qk +ι = ̂  + 2.7 + 2, 22Jt+7+ι) and w^ = (27+ι) as desired. By Lemma 2, we have
(D*,7) = 2* + 2./+2.

The equation of D* is given by

The inverse of the successive quadratic transformation W-i ° * * ° ^o has the form
(jc 7"1"1, xjy, yjz + ΣJ

h=\ChXhyj+l~H). Substituting this in the above equation and putting
the same terms together, we obtain the equation in Theorem.

3.5. Projective equivalence It remains to prove that a rational cuspidal curve
of type (d, d — 2) is projectively equivalent to the plane curve defined by one of the
equations given in Theorem. We here prove this for rational bicuspidal curves in the
class (b). We essentially follow the argument in [3]. Let C be a rational bicuspidal

curve of odd degree d with a cusp β and P such that mQ = (2d — 2, 2(</_2)/2), OLp =
(2(</_i)/2). Let t be the tangent line to C at β and let i be the line passing through β
and P. Then

t C = (2d-2)Q + 2P,
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Set d = 2k + 1 . Inductively, we construct rational bicuspidal curves C(iS) of degree 2k +

1 -2(5 - 1) having cusps Q(s\ P(s) with m(^ = (2k-2s + l, 2k-s) and mp(s) = (2M-S)9

for 1 < s < k. Set C(1) = C. Assumming that Cω is defined, let ί(ί) be the tangent

line to C(ί) at Q(ϊ) and let £(9) be the line passing through Qω and Pω. Set ̂ ω =

ψ(Q(s\ P(s\ t(s\ Q(s+l) = ̂  (5)(β(ί)), P(ί+1) = ̂ (ί)[P(5)]. By definition, P(5+1) is the

strict transform of the germ (C(s\ Pω). As a point, we easily see that P(ί+1) e £(v+1) \

{0(5+1)}. We also set £(ί+1) = Vω(Pω) € ί(s+1) \ {O(ί+1)}. Since βω (resp. P(ί)) is

of type lb (resp. IV) with respect to (Q(s\ P(s\ ί(y)}, we see that m(g+1) = (2k -2s -

l,2k-s-\) (resp. /np(,+i) = (2^_5)). It turns out that C(Λ) is a cuspidal cubic and Q^ is

a flex and P(*} is the cusp. Let Γ\ be the cuspidal cubic defined by yz2 — jc3 = 0. Set

O\ = (0, 0, 1), t\ - {x = 0}, ίj = {y = 0}. Then there is a projective transformation φ\

with the property:

Put ΛI = φ\(B(V). Letting ^i = ̂ (^i» ^i^iX we set Γ2 = V^itΓi]. We easily see that

<P2 = ̂ f1 °φ\ oψ(k~V is a projective transformation which transforms C(s~1} to lY In-

ductively, we can construct a rational bicuspidal curve Γ* and a projective transforma-

tion ψk, which transforms C to Γ*. Namely, if Γ, is defined, then we set Γ/+ι = ψi[Γi]

and φi+l= ψrl

 0 φt o ̂ (*~°, where ^ = ̂ (O/, A / , 4 ) with A/ = <p/(£<*+1 -''>). As we

have seen before, Γk is defined by the equation in Theorem.

REMARK. We can similarly deal with the other cases. In the bicuspidal case (a),

the quadratic transformation Vv = Ψ(Oi,Ri,£i) is uniquely determined by C/, so the

equation of C* has no parameter.

REMARK. The techniques of constructing new curves by Cremona transformations

are also discussed in [1, 5, 8].

REMARK. Prof. M. Zaidenberg informed us that T. Fenske independently classi-

fied rational cuspidal curves of type (d, d—2) with at most two cusps, as well as those

of type (d, d — 3) with at most two cusps. The second author discussed the defining

equations of rational cuspidal curves of type (d, d — 3) with at most two cusps [7].
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